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EU Kicks Off MAR Review
The European Commission has set out the elements of MAR that it wishes to consider as
part of a planned review.
Key Points:
•
•
•

The formal review of MAR will consider not only the topics mandated for review by the legislation,
but also other areas that may benefit from reform.
For instance, the Commission wants to explore whether spot FX contracts should be brought
within scope of the regime.
ESMA will be preparing technical advice this year, and interested market participants should take
the opportunity to feed into this process.

As the third anniversary of the EU Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) entering into force approaches, so
does the deadline by which the European Commission is due to submit a report on the application of
MAR, with a view to tabling any suggested amendments to the legislation.
It seems that the Commission will not meet the 3 July deadline, given that it only recently instructed
ESMA to provide technical advice on the elements of MAR that the Commission plans to cover in its
report. The Commission’s request, dated 20 March 2019 and published on 14 May, provides a useful
indication of the areas the Commission is considering that could be ripe for reform.
Although it will be some time before any potential legislative changes are proposed, market participants
will be interested to understand the issues that the Commission is considering. In particular, the
Commission asks ESMA to consult market participants and other stakeholders widely in preparing its
advice, and so interested parties will want to ensure that they take the opportunity to feed into this
process.
Of course, Brexit makes it difficult to predict the UK’s potential role in shaping any reforms. However, UK
market participants should assume that the UK government will want to keep close to the EU position and
may well seek to implement the same or similar changes to the UK regime if the UK is no longer a
member of the EU at the relevant time.
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Possible Areas of Reform
As well as asking ESMA to consider the areas mandated by MAR for review (see box below), the
Commission is also asking ESMA to consider various other aspects of MAR, which signals that these
aspects could potentially be subject to reform.

Scope — Spot FX
The Commission is asking ESMA to consider whether spot FX contracts should be caught by the market
abuse regime. Moreover, the Commission wants ESMA to assess whether national regulators are likely to
be able to supervise and sanction market abuse within spot FX markets effectively and efficiently.
Benchmark manipulation was brought within scope of MAR during the legislative process, around the
time that the LIBOR scandal was unfolding. However, potential manipulation in spot FX markets had not
been uncovered at that time. In the UK, the Bank of England’s Fair and Effective Markets Review Final
Report, published in June 2015, noted that there was a gap in the regime and recommended that a new
UK statutory civil and criminal market abuse regime should be created for spot FX. This recommendation
has not yet been taken forward, and is presumably on hold for the time being due to Brexit. Nevertheless,
an extension of MAR to cover spot FX products most likely remains a policy goal in the UK.

Rules on Delayed Disclosure of Inside Information
The Commission highlights how the same definition of inside information applies in relation to the market
abuse offences, and the obligation on issuers to disclose inside information to the public. The
Commission acknowledges that, as information undergoes different levels of maturity and precision, it
could be argued that in certain situations inside information is mature enough to trigger the prohibition of
market abuse, but insufficiently mature to be disclosed to the public.
The Commission asks ESMA to consider how issuers across the EU make use of the ability to delay
disclosure of inside information. In particular, the Commission is aware that there may be a divergence
across Member States as to how frequently issuers rely on the ability to delay disclosure. ESMA is also
tasked with exploring whether the conditions for delayed disclosure are well framed and sufficiently clear.
At present, the conditions for delaying disclosure are narrowly framed, which can make it difficult for
issuers to delay disclosure, although issuers in the UK do rely on this fairly frequently. There is no doubt
that issuers would welcome more generous and clearer conditions for delaying disclosure.

Insider Lists
The Commission would like ESMA to explore the usefulness of insider lists to national regulators, in
particular the extent to which national regulators rely on insider lists when investigating instances of
market abuse.
Although issuers and persons acting on their behalf have got up to speed with the requirements, the
prescriptive format and content requirements for insider lists continue to impose a significant
administrative burden. It will be interesting to see whether the compliance burden is yielding a
commensurately valuable resource for regulators.
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Areas mandated by MAR for review
1. The appropriateness of introducing common rules on the need for all
Member States to provide for administrative sanctions for insider dealing
and market manipulation
2. Whether the definition of inside information is sufficient to cover all
information relevant for competent authorities to effectively combat market
abuse
3. The appropriateness of the conditions under which the prohibition on
trading is mandated in accordance with Article 19(11) [PDMR transactions]
with a view to identifying whether there are any further circumstances under
which the prohibition should apply
4. The possibility of establishing a Union framework for cross-market order
book surveillance in relation to market abuse, including recommendations
for such a framework
5. The scope of application of the benchmark provisions

Reporting Obligations Under the Buyback Exemption
The Commission asks ESMA to consider whether the reporting obligations under the buyback exemption
could be modified to reduce the compliance burden on issuers. Currently, an issuer is required to report
each transaction relating to the buyback programme they wish to benefit from the safe harbour to the
regulator of each trading venue where the shares are traded, not just the regulator of the venue where the
shares are admitted to trading. This makes it difficult for issuers to comply in the case of involuntary
listings (where the issuer’s shares are traded on a venue without the issuer’s consent or knowledge).

Rules on PDMR Transactions
The Commission is seeking to understand the appropriateness of the rules regarding the notification of
PDMR transactions. In particular, the Commission asks ESMA to look into the level of the annual
threshold that triggers the notification obligation, and whether it is appropriate that, once the threshold is
crossed, all subsequent transactions have to be disclosed, regardless of size.
ESMA has previously released data showing that only Denmark, France, Italy, and Spain have increased
the initial threshold from €5,000 to €20,000, so in most Member States the compliance burden remains
high.
One of the biggest issues with the obligation, however, is the timing of when the issuer has to make the
transaction public. At present, PDMRs have three business days after the transaction to notify the issuer
of the transaction, but the issuer also has only three business days after the transaction to make the
information public. Fortunately, existing legislative proposals aim to change this so that issuers will have
two business days from receipt of the PDMR’s notification in which to make the information public.
The Commission is also concerned about how the rules apply to fund managers (such as AIFs and
UCITS). As drafted, MAR defines a PDMR as a person “within an issuer”, meaning that managers within
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external management companies are not caught. The Commission wants ESMA to consider whether
such individuals should be caught, in order to ensure a level playing field between internally and
externally managed funds. The Commission also notes another potential loophole in relation to
investment funds: the provisions on PDMR transactions only reference transactions relating to shares or
debt instruments of the issuer, not units. ESMA is asked to consider whether this discrepancy should be
addressed, to ensure a level playing field between funds that issue shares and those that issue units.

Cross-Border Enforcement of Sanctions
Finally, the Commission asks ESMA to gather information on whether national regulators experience
difficulties in the recognition and enforcement of financial penalties imposed under MAR, in cases with a
cross-border element.

What Is Not Addressed?
MAR has many outstanding grey areas and challenging obligations. In particular, ongoing issues remain
in relation to the territorial scope of the obligations, and the impact on third-country issuers. This is
especially true in the case of the market soundings regime, which can apply even when there is no
immediately apparent EU nexus. The fact that some issuer obligations apply simply when an issuer has
an involuntary listing in the EU make the rules difficult to navigate in practice.
Unfortunately, it does not seem that the Commission is planning to examine this aspect of the regime as
part of its review, although of course the scope may evolve as the review progresses.

Next Steps

The Commission has asked ESMA to provide its technical advice no later than 31 December 2019. It is
not clear at this stage when the Commission is planning to finalise its report, or when it might seek to
bring forward any legislative proposals. Given that ESMA has been asked to consult widely, in an open
and transparent manner, market participants should look for opportunities to contribute to ESMA’s work.
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